Community
Engagement Report
Report on community engagement activities in the CEE
August 2020

Overview
Amazon has been committed to communities where our employees live
and work since the beginning of our presence in the CEE. We are
strategically and continuously cooperating with local, national and
international NGOs on a number of social initiatives to respond to the
needs of many communities.
In addition to our cooperation on an OPs level, we have also created strong relationships with local
community stakeholders at particular sites. This enabled us to swiftly react to the challenges
posed by the COVID-19 pandemic in recent months.

OUR FOCUS AND PRIORITIES IN THE CEE REGION ARE:
COMPUTER SCIENCE / STEM EDUCATION (especially for children, youngsters and Amazon
Associates) STEM Kindloteka – with 34 STEM Kindloteka educational corners to be on the roll
out in October 2020, and also extensive online workshops conducted throughout the lockdown
period.
"RIGHT NOW" NEEDS FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES. With a special focus on underprivileged children,
families and single mothers.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our focus expanded to groups and issues most impacted by the situation. These
included food banks for underserved groups (such as the elderly) and supporting healthcare institutions
(including mental healthcare during the pandemic).
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Pillars for community engagement
In 2020, we were committed to the COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PRIORITIES listed below:
• STEM education (with a special CEE feature – the STEM Kindloteka educational
corners)
• Addressing “Right Now” Needs of underprivileged children and families

• Engaging employees and cooperating with stakeholders with Amazon Goes Gold
campaigns
• Introducing Amazon Community Packages in new communities
• Rolling out the rebranded Amazon Cares program across all CEE sites

• Conducting the fifth edition of I Found the Right Place in the CEE
In the face of COVID-19 pandemic, we had to revise the Community Engagement calendar
for 2020. With obvious difficulties to roll out some of the initiatives listed above, our
COVID-19-related activities were divided into two main parts:
• emergency response donations to nationwide and local NGOs across the CEE
• high-quality STEM education activities online for children, parents, teachers and
educators
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Needs analysis and charity
partner selection
We conducted brief interviews to better understand the needs of our charity
partners and to dive deeper into building out their specific needs.
Our approach focused on 3 AREAS OF COOPERATION:
•

With FCs – to better understand local needs

•

With NGOs – those that we had already cooperated with in the past or wanted
to build relations with (such as the Red Cross)

•

With the Public Policy Team – to directly reach local stakeholders and allocate our funds
in the most efficient way.

A cross-functional Task Team was assembled to ensure that requests received from both inside and outside of the business were managed efficiently. Charity
partners were selected based on their scale, location and the nature of the support they offer to communities.
Each Fulfillment Center in the CEE (8 in Poland and 2 in Czechia and Slovakia) received a supplementary budget to sustain their support
of hyperlocal charities operating in their specific communities. In doing so, we were able to approach the needs of our communities at
a national (with larger scale donations) and local level (with targeted and community-specific support).
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Impact reporting
To step up Amazon’s community support during COVID19, a cross-functional Task Team was established to
manage requests for donations and products that came
from national community organizations.
The COVID-19 Task Team directed these requests to the appropriate
business owners within Amazon to ensure a rapid response time. At
the outset of the pandemic, the COVID-19 Task Team held calls twice
a week, and as Amazon’s response to the virus became more
streamlined, this number was reduced to one call per week.

In addition to facilitating support for dozens of national charities and
community organizations from multiple businesses within Amazon, the
Task Team was also given a budget to respond to requests that were
outside the focus areas of the Amazon in the Community team.
Each request was tracked to completion and reported on a weekly basis
against the EUR 1 mln.
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337
employees engaged

150
external stakeholders
endorsements

65 000
children trained
with STEM
Kindloteka online

59
owned
channels
content
generated

10 site donations executed

800 000
community members
impacted

Donations for 47

NGOs

Budget
The emergency response donations were divided between three countries (EUR 1 MILLION IN POLAND, AND EUR 500K EACH IN
CZECH REPUBLIC AND SLOVAKIA) and dedicated to the most-recognized nationwide and outstanding local NGOs in the
abovementioned countries.

800 000
people impacted

EUR 2M
TOTAL BUDGET
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161
STEM
webinars

CEE regional summary
WE REORGANIZED OUR REGULAR STEM
KINDLOTEKA PROGRAM TO ONLINE LESSONS
immediately after the government’s lockdown
restrictions had been introduced. Since March
16th, we conducted 141 WEBINARS for children
and 20 WEBINARS FOR TEACHERS in all three
CEE countries – Poland, Czech Republic and
Slovakia – helping them cope with the new
conditions. Over a period of ten weeks, our live
webinars were attended by more than
38 thousands participants, and another
33 thousand watched them on YouTube, making
STEM Kindloteka the biggest online STEM
activities in this part of the EU. The webinars
also gained substantial recognition in the media
and among Public Policy stakeholders – more
details on this can be found in the national
highlights section.
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Emergency response donations worth EUR 2 MILLION were distributed
among the most-recognized nationwide (local branches of the Red Cross, the
Great Orchestra of Christmas Charity, the TVN Foundation “Nie jesteś sam”)
and outstanding local NGOs in the abovementioned countries.

Thanks to these donations, the
organizations distributed essential
protective and medical equipment to
hospitals and communities, provided
healthcare workers with COVID-19
testing kits, and delivered food and
other necessary items to seniors and
other underprivileged groups. These
actions were supplemented by site
donations in all three countries.
You can find more details on these
donations in the national and hyperlocal
sections below.

800 000
people impacted

47
Total number of
NGOs supported

National highlights - Poland
AS PART OF THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19, WE DONATED
OVER EUR 1 MLN TO AID ORGANIZATIONS IN POLAND

WE HAVE SUPPORTED NGO’S THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

Nationwide NGOs

Local NGOs
POZNAŃ:
Fundacja im. Anny Wierskiej „Dar Szpiku”
Fundacja „Szlachetny Bohater”
Fundacja Pomocy Humanitarnej „Redemptoris Missio”
Stowarzyszenie Mali Bracia Ubogich
SZCZECIN:
Stowarzyszenie „Polites”
Fundacja Pod Aniołem
Towarzystwo Wspierania Inicjatyw Kulturalno-Społecznych „TWIKS”
Fundacja „Kamienica 1”
Chorągiew Zachodniopomorska Związku Harcerstwa Polskiego
ŁÓDŹ:
Centrum Praw Kobiet
Fundacja „Słonie na Balkonie”
Fundacja JiM
Fundacja „Gajusz”
Fundacja „W Człowieku Widzieć Brata”
WARSZAWA:
Fundacja „Samodzielność od Kuchni”
Zawiercie:
Fundacja „Żyć na nowo” działająca przy Zakładzie Poprawczym
i Schronisku dla Nieletnich w Zawierciu
GLIWICE:
Stowarzyszenie GTW
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WROCŁAW:
Fundacja „Opieka i Troska”
Stowarzyszenie Edukacji Krytycznej
Stowarzyszenie „Grupa z Pasją”
Stowarzyszenie „Mali Bracia Ubogich”
Fundacja „Zobacz Mnie”
Stowarzyszenie „Żółty Parasol”
Dolnośląska Federacja Organizacji Pozarządowych
KATOWICE:
Fundacja „Index do Przyszłości”
Stowarzyszenie Pomocy Dzieciom i Młodzieży „Dom Aniołów Stróżów”
Stowarzyszenie „Matuzalem”
Fundacja Futprints
Stowarzyszenie Wspierania Organizacji Pozarządowych MOST
CHORZÓW:
Stowarzyszenie pomocy dzieciom i młodzieży "Dom Aniołów Stróżów"
ZABRZE:
Forum Organizacji Pozarządowych Działających na rzecz Osób
Niepełnosprawnych, Chorych i Ich Rodzin pod nazwą „RAZEM"
SOSNOWIEC:
Stowarzyszenie pomocy dzieciom i młodzieży "Dom Aniołów Stróżów"
Stowarzyszenie „Pomagamy Sercem”
STAROGARD GDAŃSKI:
Fundacja „Dajemy Dzieciom Siłę”

STEM Kindloteka online
After school closures were announced in Poland, we immediately launched our STEM Kindloteka
webinars which included remote learning for kids and online workshops for teachers, educators and
parents to help them cope with the new conditions.

65 000
Participants

A video summary of the STEM Kindloteka online lessons in Poland has
been uploaded to our YouTube channel and can be found HERE.

136
online classes

PUBLIC POLICY RECOGNITION:
•
•
•
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Our webinars were on STEM subjects and are in line with the core educational curriculum.
STEM Kindloteka Online was included in the program #LessonsOnline – an initiative by Poland’s Ministry of
Digital Affairs which aimed to gather educational materials for pupils and teachers in Poland on a single
website.
STEM Kindloteka was also added to the Polish GovTech educational program and was praised
as a positive example of cooperation between private and public institutions in education.
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STEM Kindloteka online
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STEM Kindloteka online
SCRATCH MONTH CELERATIONS

17 OOO
20th.

We celebrated SCRATCH DAY in Poland on May
On this day alone, MORE THAN 17,000 (!) PARTICIPANTS TOOK
PART IN SEVEN CODING WEBINARS FOR CHILDREN held online by experts from Cyfrowy Dialog. We also prepared a
lecture for teachers and parents entitled “Artificial intelligence for children. Why should we code?” which was held by
Prof. Aleksandra Przegalinska, an expert on Artificial Intelligence, former MIT Research Fellow and future Harvard
Senior Research Fellow.

WATCH MITCH RESNICK’S VIDEO
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PARTICIPANTS IN
ONE DAY!

The Polish Red Cross
In March 2020, we made a EUR 350k donation and became the main national partner of THE POLISH RED CROSS
COVID-19 emergency response. The donation enabled the Polish Red Cross to:
• supply its volunteers and workers with PPE,
provide necessary help to underprivileged
families and the elderly who were in need of
basic COVID-19 related support (including food
and basic livelihood assistance).
• provide healthcare workers in the West
Pomerania, Greater Poland, Lower Silesia,
Silesia and Lodz voivodeships (the regions of
Amazon’s focus in Poland) with personal
protective equipment (masks, goggles,
antibacterial gels).
• Part of the donation also went towards the
creation of tented medical stations which will
be in use in autumn when the second phase of
the COVID-19 pandemic is expected to strike
Poland.
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The TVN „Nie jesteś sam” Foundation
Another EUR 350k donation went to the TVN “NIE JESTEŚ SAM”
FOUNDATION, one of Poland’s most-recognized NGOs, founded in 2001
by one of the country’s main TV stations – TVN. The foundation’s COVID19 related activities focused on providing hospitals and healthcare
workers with medical tests.

These were conducted by directly supplying hospitals
and healthcare facilities with 4,000 medical tests, but
also through a mobile testing facility set up by ALAB,
a private lab and testing chain, that visited various
medical sites across the whole country.
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The Great Orchestra of Christmas Charity
The third main partner of Amazon’s COVID
-19 response in Poland was THE GREAT ORCHESTRA
OF CHRISTMAS CHARITY
– the biggest non-governmental, non-profit charity
organization in Poland which was raising money for
pediatric and elderly care.
Amazon was one of the partners of its Intervention
Fund, which supported Polish hospitals and
healthcare facilities with more than 200 beds for
intensive care units, 34 ventilators (including 10
mobile ones) and 2.6 million three-layer surgical
masks.
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National highlights – Czech Republic
AS PART OF THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19, WE DONATED OVER EUR 500K TO AID ORGANIZATIONS IN CZECH REPUBLIC

WE SUPPORTED NGO’S ACROSS THE COUNTRY

Nationwide NGOs
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COVID-related activities in the Czech Republic
– national reach
STEM KINDLOTEKA ONLINE
STEM Kindloteka online lessons
in the country were conducted by
Learn2Code, an NGO known for its
involvement in spreading basics on coding
and programming among Czech and Slovak
youngsters (e.g. during annual editions of
Code Week). The webinars took place twice
a week, with the total number of
participants exceeding 2,200.
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CZECH RED CROSS
A EUR 350k donation was used to purchase protective
equipment and medical products during the pandemic. One
million CZK (approximately EUR 37k) was donated through
the Red Cross to a local hospital in Kladno).

ADRA
Adra was involved in COVID-19 assistance through
15 volunteer centers throughout the Czech Republic.
Amazon’s financial support was vital for the purchase
of disinfectants and protective equipment for volunteers
and seniors. Alongside activities such as financing an
emergency telephone line, training for staff for telephone
interventions and psychological “first aid”, Amazon
provided support in terms of hardware and software for
ADRA’s telephone lines and information centers.

National highlights – Slovakia
AS PART OF THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19, WE DONATED OVER EUR 500K TO AID ORGANIZATIONS IN SLOVAKIA

WE HAVE SUPPORTED NGO’S THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

Local NGOs
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Nationwide NGOs

COVID-related activities in Slovakia – national reach
KTO POMOZE SLOVENSKU
The #KtoPomozeSlovensku
initiative was created at the
beginning of the pandemic when
gloves, surgical drapes, respirators,
surgical caps, disinfectants,
goggles, contactless
thermometers, germicidal
radiators, and air purifiers were
unavailable
in most Slovakian hospitals.

STEM KINDLOTEKA ONLINE
Similarly to the Czech Republic, STEM
Kindloteka online lessons in Slovakia were
conducted by Learn2Code,
an NGO known for its involvement
in spreading basics on coding and
programming among Czech and Slovak
youngsters (e.g. during annual editions of
Code Week). The webinars took place twice
a week, with the total number
of participants exceeding 5,500.

SLOVAK RED CROSS
Our donation was used to
purchase protective equipment
and medical products, including
3,000 P2s, 106k disposable
gloves, and 300 liters of hand
disinfectant. Part of the donation
was also used to fund a mobile
testing facility.
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A group of people
came together and
tried to handle the
critical healthcare
situation. Thanks to
Amazon´s donation of
EUR 120k,
#KtoPomozeSlovensku
purchased gloves,
disinfectant,
germicidal radiators,
protective suits and
thermometers for
medical institutions all
over the country.

Words of thanks
“This is a beautiful, generous and much needed gesture
today. Amazon's funds will allow us to test 3,400 medical
workers – they're the ones on the frontline right now. We
must help them so that they can effectively save the lives
and health of us all.”

“In the current situation, it is even more important than
ever for us to be able to show solidarity and come
together as a society and help those most in need. We
work with public authorities in stopping the spread of the
coronavirus and support from companies like Amazon is
very important to us. Many thanks to Amazon for its
support, which will allow us to help people in need.”
– Marek Jukl, President
of the Czech Red Cross

– Katarzyna Kolenda-Zaleska,
president of TVN Foundation “Nie jesteś sam”

“Our initiative was created in response to the pandemic
to provide our doctors, nurses and other staff
in hospitals, health centers or DSS with protective equipment
such as gloves, suits, face masks, respirators, goggles and
disinfectant. Thanks to a generous gift from Amazon, we will
be able to meet more demand from these facilities.”
– Zuzana Suchová, responsible for #KtoPomozeSlovensku
fundraising, marketing and PR
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Words of thanks

“Yesterday, my 9-years
old son joined me during the
webinar for teachers and was
so fascinated that I had him
stay with me during the whole
workshop. After it finished, we
then played games presented
during the webinar for hours.”
– Barbara, primary
school teacher
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"Whenever people need urgent
support, we suspend our daily
projects and form an
emergency team. Amazon, by
becoming our main donor in
the fight against the
coronavirus, has joined our
group of regular partners of the
Polish Red Cross, thanks to
whom we can provide aid.”
– Małgorzata Szukała, Head
of Communication and
Fundraising Division, Polish Red
Cross

Words of thanks
“One month into the crisis, the financial
situation of single parents began deteriorating.
That is why the Single Mothers' Club has
launched a new program in which we help
parents who have gotten into problems with
paying their rent. There is enormous interest in
the program. We receive dozens of requests
every day. That is why we very much appreciate
the solidarity of the people and companies that
currently support us. Amazon contributed CZK
150,000 to our activities.”
– Petra Krainová, Director
of Communication of the Club
of Single Mothers
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“During the pandemic, many
children were facing more
difficulties because they were
confined to their homes.
We would like to thank Amazon,
which supported the admission of
new children – whose problems
are related to isolation, violence
and loss – to our special aid
program.”
– „Słonie Na Balkonie” Foundation

“In this difficult time, it is very important
that people and companies come together
and help those most in need. Any support
from companies like Amazon is an
important part of the joint effort to fight
the coronavirus.
I appreciate this expression of human
solidarity and would like to sincerely thank
Amazon for supporting our seniors.”
– Martin Tomčányi, Mayor
of Sereď

Local and hyperlocal
donations
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia
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Poland – local donations
COVID-19 RELATED PROJECTS BY LOCAL NGOs THAT WERE SUPPORTED BY AMAZON
SUPPORTING HOSPITALS AND OTHER MEDICAL FACILITIES:
REDEMPTORIS MISSIO FOUNDATION (POZ1)
– Amazon supported its project of producing
protective masks for hospital staff in the
area around POZ10.
FUNDACJA KAMIENICA 1 (SZZ1)
– provided masks for local hospitals and
medical facilities.
SZLACHETNY BOHATER (POZ1)
– the NGO supported local hospitals with
necessary medical equipment.
FUNDACJA ISKIERKA (KTW 1/3)
– obtained and provided hospitals with
protective equipment to fight COVID-19.
GRUPA Z PASJĄ (WRO1/2/5) – produced face masks and personal protective equipment for
local hospitals and medical facilities.
FUNDACJA ZOBACZ MNIE (WRO 1/2/5) – provided local hospitals with necessary protective
equipment throughout the pandemic.
DAR SZPIKU FOUNDATION (POZ1) – has been supplying local hospitals with face masks (a total
of 6,000), fusion pumps (10) and other professional equipment.
FUNDACJA “ŻYĆ NA NOWO” (KTW 1/3) – its pupils (girls from community
homes and shelters for minors) made face masks, protective clothing and
plastic masks for medical staff at the Regional Hospital in Zawiercie.
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FOOD BANKS’ SUPPORT:
FUTPRINTS FOUNDATION (KTW 1/3)
– helped local homeless people by
providing food and information on COVID19.
W CZŁOWIEKU WIDZIEĆ BRATA
FOUNDATION (LCJ2) – fed and helped
impoverished members of the local
community (with food rations and
protective equipment).
STOWARZYSZENIE EDUKACJA KRYTYCZNA
(WRO1/2/5) – provided food for
impoverished kids. It also provided 200
medical suits, 1,000 protective face
shields, and 2,550 reusable face masks to
local hospitals.
SAMODZIELNOŚĆ OD KUCHNI
FOUNDATION (WAW12) – began
providing food to the elderly and poorer
families during the pandemic.

Poland – local donations
COVID-19 RELATED PROJECTS BY LOCAL NGOs THAT WERE SUPPORTED BY AMAZON
PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT:
CENTRUM PRAW KOBIET (LCJ2) – helped the victims of domestic abuse during COVID-19
and supplied protective equipment to Specjalistyczny Ośrodek Wsparcia in Lodz.
FUNDACJA “SŁONIE NA BALKONIE” (LCJ2) – delivered therapy to abused kids (aged 5-18 y/o)
from the Lodz area who suffered due to social distancing and isolation during the lockdown.
THE JIM (LCJ2) – Amazon co-funded a project for supporting autistic children and their
caregivers during the pandemic by providing psychological support and protective equipment.
FUNDACJA RAZEM (KTW 1/3) – the foundation provided assistance to bedridden patients,
helping them with their shopping and setting up a phone line for psychological help.
"DOM ANIOŁÓW STRÓŻÓW" ASSOCIATION (KTW 1/3) – organized online classes and psychological support for
local youth affected by the pandemic.

EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT:
GTW ASSOCIATION (KTW 1/3) – looked after kids and
youngsters who did not have access to remote learning
during the crisis, provided them with laptops.
ŻÓŁTY PARASOL ASSOCIATION (WRO 1/2/5)
– provided computers to youth isolated due to the
pandemic.
DFOP (WRO 1/2/5) – supplied local volunteers with
protective medical equipment and educated local
communities on COVID-19.
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Poland – local donations
COVID-19 RELATED PROJECTS BY LOCAL NGOs THAT WERE SUPPORTED BY AMAZON
SUPPORTING ELDERS:

OTHER COVID-19 RELATED SUPPORT:
STOWARZYSZENIE MALI BRACIA UBOGICH (POZ1, WRO
1/2/5) – provided regular support to over 40 elderly
people during the lockdown.
CHORĄGIEW ZACHODNIOPOMORSKA ZWIĄZKU
HARCERSTWA POLSKIEGO (SZZ1) – made face masks, fed
the homeless and helped the elderly during the
pandemic.
FUNDACJA “INDEX DO PRZYSZŁOŚCI” (KTW 1/3)
– provided food and personal protective equipment for
the elderly during the pandemic.
MATUZALEM ASSOCIATION (KTW 1/3) – conducted
medical tests and check-ups on the elderly.
POMAGAMY SERCEM ASSOCIATION (KTW 1/3)
– provided food and clothing to the elderly and
impoverished families.

POLITES ASSOCIATION (SZZ1) – worked together with the Medical University in Szczecin to help the elderly.
It also provided financial support to NGOs that produce face masks and deliver protective equipment to
volunteers in the region.
„SAMODZIELNOŚĆ OD KUCHNI” FOUNDATION (WAW12) – began feeding the elderly and poorer families
during the pandemic.
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FUNDACJA GAJUSZ (LCJ2) –
was able to help families and
children from oncology
wards who were
impoverished and isolated
due to the pandemic.
MOST ASSOCIATION (KTW
1/3) – the foundation has
been 3D
-printing face shields for
volunteers. They also acted
as a hub for other
foundations by providing
them with multiple-use
masks and materials
necessary to make reusable
masks.

Czech Republic – local donations
DONIO – BREAKFAST STORY, DARUJ MASKU (PRG2)
Donio is a donation platform through which Amazon supported two COVID-19 related projects:
• Breakfast Story, which helps deliver food to seniors and single parents.
• Daruj masku, which delivers protective face masks to medical staff in hospitals.

KLUB SVOBODNÝCH MATEK (PRG2) provides financial
assistance and legal advice to single parents. Together
with Amazon, it provided financial support for single
mothers who couldn’t work and had to stay at home
with their children during the lockdown.

ELPIDA (PRG2)
ELPIDA’S goal is to help elders in becoming confident
and respected members of society.
Thanks to Amazon’s donation, ELPIDA established a
telephone helpline, helped seniors with their shopping
and provided them with medical and protective
equipment and workshops.
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Slovakia – local donations
SEREĎ (BTS2)
Amazon provided the Sereď municipality
with emergency funds. The city used this
donation to support a local center for
seniors with medical and hygiene
equipment.

ALIANCIA ŽIEN SLOVENSKA (BTS2)
An organization established in 1994.
Its main topics of interest: gender-based violence and
domestic violence, human trafficking (particularly
women) and forced prostitution, reproduction rights.
Amazon co-funded a project that aims to support
women who were victims of domestic violence during
the pandemic.
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Site donations
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia
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Site donations and approach
.

Our COVID-19 pandemic budget was complemented by site donations.
Throughout the pandemic, we received a number of donation requests from
local institutions and NGOs across the country.

The majority of our hyperlocal
donations were based on this
reactive approach, and some of
them were handled by the sites
themselves. Altogether, our FC
sites donated EUR 316,314,
substantially enforcing
our COVID-19
relief effort.

€ 316,314
donations by our
FC sites
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CEE site donations
COVID-19 RELATED PROJECTS THAT WERE SUPPORTED BY SITES FROM THEIR BUDGETS

SUPPORTING HOSPITALS AND OTHER MEDICAL /SENIOR CARE FACILITIES:
WIELKOPOLSKA IZBA LEKARSKA; SILESIAN
VOIVODESHIP OFFICE;
LODZ VOIVODESHIP OFFICE; WEST
POMERANIAN VOIVODESHIP OFFICE; (WRO5,
IXD) – 100 000 masks were distributed
to particular regions and organizations to be
distributed further among carers and medical
professionals in Poland.
NATIONAL RESERVE FOND – SPRÁVA
ŠTÁTNYCH HMOTNÝCH REZERV SLOVENSKEJ
REPUBLIKY BTS2
– 50,000 face masks were donated to the
National Reserve Fund for the need of the
Slovak Republic.
MINISTRY OF HEALTH – CZECH REPUBLIC
PRG2, FC – 50,000 face masks were donated
to the Czech Ministry of Health.
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CHILDREN’S WARD, PUBLIC CLINICAL
HOSPITAL NR 1, POMERANIA SSZ1, FC
– PLN 20,000 worth of recorders
purchased and delivered to hospitals.
ST. THOMAS APOSTLE HOSPICE,
IN SOSNOWIEC, SILESIA REGION,
POLAND KTW1/KTW4 ,FC
– PLN 21,000 donated to the hospice to
help with current needs.
CZECH RED CROSS – SENIOR HOUSE IN
PRAGUE, REGIONAL ASSOCIATION IN
SVITAVY PRG2, FC – CZK 45,000 worth of
mattresses were donated to the Czech
Red Cross for the purposes of a local
senior home.

EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT:
ORPHANAGE NO. 7 IN LODZ, ORPHANAGE NO.10
IN LODZ LCJ2, FC – 45 gift cards worth PLN 100 each,
as well as educational and entertainment materials (board games
and comics) were donated to both orphanages to help with
COVID-19 social exclusion and to educate and ease distress caused
by social distancing.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL NR. 32 IN CHORZOW, SILESIA REGION /
CENTRE OF FAMILY SUPPORT CHORZOW, SILESIA REGION KTW1, FC
– laptops were donated for educational purposes to the school.
SOS CHILDREN’S VILLAGES POLAND GDN11, CORP OFFICE – 30
laptops were donated and delivered to the Children’s Village
Central Office in Warsaw to be distributed among localized
Villages.
ORPHANAGE „HOPE” IN LUBOMIERZ, LOWER SILESIA REGION,
POLAND WRO5, FC – Kindles and computers were given to the
orphaned children to help with their education and entertainment.

Looking ahead:
WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Our commitment to make donations to various kinds of NGOs and our fast response with the launch of online STEM classes serves as proof that we were able
to answer the most urgent needs of communities in the CEE. We have established relations with +40 NGOs in Czechia, Slovakia and Poland, and our
cooperation will be continued within different AitC projects, such as Amazon Goes Gold or Amazon Cares.
WHAT ARE THE KEY FOCUS AREAS OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN A POST COVID-19 WORLD?
Although the worldwide Covid-19 pandemic was an extraordinary challenge and, in recent months, our efforts were focused on aid related to this issue, the
needs of communities remain the same. We will focus on the following key areas:

STEM EDUCATION
– the installation of another 14
STEM Kindloteka corners will be
finished by the end of
August. Online STEM Kindloteka classes
will be continued after the summer
vacation – starting from the beginning of
September. We are also planning closer
cooperation with experts from AWS and
the Dev Center in terms of educational
activities.
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
– we are involved in a long-term
project supporting
young women living in the vicinity of our
FCs who are facing financial difficulties
and those leaving orphanages. As part of
this activity, we support women in
acquiring competences of the future and
offer them a series of trainings and
internships.

RIGHT NOW NEEDS
– donations to NGOs that help
local communities,
especially by supporting unprivileged families,
food banking and the elderly. Donations to
carry out activities related to the prevention of
the negative effects of the pandemic. In Q3,
we will also watch over the implementation of
commitments and summarize the effects of
activities undertaken by various foundations.

Looking ahead:
HOW CAN WE KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING?
Thanks to the expansion our cooperation with NGOs during the COVID-19 crisis,
we had the opportunity to recognize the needs of local communities and we now
know how to support them in better ways. We have strengthened relations with
public policy stakeholders and cooperated with local authorities to examine and
learn what kind of support will prove most valuable to local communities. Our
COVID-19 relief fund was an opportunity to create a strong group of active
community champions who supported Amazon in processing site donations.
Their enthusiasm and commitment will be highly appreciated in future AitC
projects.

Transferring STEM Kindloteka classes online showed us that there is a huge
demand for high-quality remote education – not only in areas where Amazon
operates, but throughout the region. In the upcoming months,
we will continue our online classes as we see great potential for recognizing
Amazon as a leader in STEM education in the CEE. We will use our experience
and know-how from the Covid-19 crisis in other projects, such as Right Now
Needs and Amazon Goes Gold.
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